In its series of public lectures, the German Institute for Japanese Studies will present on

Thursday, May 31, 2007, 18.30 h

Patricia G. Steinhoff
Professor, University of Hawaii

Japan’s Invisible Civil Society

Major research on Japanese civil society characterizes it as chronically weak and penetrated by the state, based on national level measures and comparisons with the contemporary United States. However a vast array of civil society organizations cannot be captured with this approach and remains invisible. Many of these organizations trace their roots to the social movements of the 1960s. I contend that civic participation in these conflicts shaped an alternative civil society in Japan, with characteristic organizational features and institutional practices that persist today. They are quite visible if you know where to look and can recognize their signatures.

Dr. Patricia G. Steinhoff is professor of Sociology at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. Currently she is a visiting professor at the Institute for Social Science, University of Tokyo.


The lecture will be given in English. It will take place on Thursday, 31 May 2007 at 6.30 p.m. at the DIJ. Admission is free, space is limited, so please register with Ms. Dinkel at the DIJ.

Deutsches Institut für Japanstudien
Jochi Kioizaka Bld. 2F, 7-1 Kioicho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-0094
Tel: 03 - 3222 5198, Fax: 03 - 3222 5420, e-mail: dinkel@dijtokyo.org

For a map please refer to http://www.dijtokyo.org